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Abstract 17 

In this paper, in order to study the influencing effects of anisotropy ratios and anisotropy directions on the seepage, 18 
deformations and stability of the anti-dipping layered rock slopes, Geo-studio software was used in this study to 19 
carry out this test based on the unsaturated seepage, fluid-solid coupling, and stability theory numerical analysis 20 
of carbonaceous slate slopes in Pulang area. The results showed that the maximum surface water content of the 21 
layered rock slopes gradually decreased with increases of the water conductivity anisotropy ratio and decreases 22 
in the anisotropy angle of the anti-dipping layered rock slopes. In addition, the rainfall infiltration depths in the 23 
middle sections of the slopes were observed to be the most affected by the anisotropy ratio and dip angles of the 24 
rock formations. Meanwhile, the bottom sections of slopes were the least affected by the anisotropy ratio and the 25 
dip angles of the rock formations. In regard to the anti-dipping rock slopes, it was found that the anisotropy ratio 26 
and rock layer dip angles should be considered in the deformation and stability analyses. When the seepage of an 27 
anti-dipping layered slope was considered to be isotropic, the safety factors often were overestimated. As the 28 
anisotropy ratio decreases and the anti-tilt angles of the layered planes increases, the safety factors of the slopes 29 
will gradually decrease. This study provided a feasible scheme for evaluating the seepage, deformations and 30 
stability of the anti-dipping layered rock slopes in southwest China’s Pulang area. 31 
 32 
Keywords: anisotropy of hydraulic conductivity ·  anti-dipping layered rock slopes ·  anisotropy ratios ·  anisotropy 33 
angles ·  numerical simulations 34 

1 Introduction 35 

In addition to earthquakes and volcanic eruptions, landslides are one of the three major global geological 36 
disasters. Landslides caused by slope instability have always been important subjects in geotechnical engineering. 37 
As shown in Table 1, some of China’s major landslide events have resulted in significant economic losses. There 38 
are many factors which are known to cause landslides, such as heavy rainfall, earthquakes, and reservoir storage 39 
processes (Iverson 2000; Zhong et al. 2007). In recent years, more than 80% of China’s landslide disasters 40 
occurred in the months of May to September when rainfall was abundant, with more than 90% of the landslides 41 
induced by heavy rainfall (Zhang et al. 2005). The main reasons for the landslides caused by rainfall are as follows: 42 
(1) Rainfall reduces the matrix suction of rock slopes, thereby reducing the effective stress and shear strength of 43 
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rock masses; (2) Heavy rainfall increases the horizontal displacements of slopes and aggravates the instability of 44 
the slopes. Rainfall-induced landslides have posed severe threats to China, as well as other countries throughout 45 
the world, by severely restricting the economic development of landslide disaster areas and threatening the lives 46 
and property of the majority of people in those affected regions. For example, in August of 2013, southern China 47 
underwent heavy rains, and landslides occurred along the railway system from Chenzhou, Hunan to Shaoguan, 48 
Guangdong. The railway transportation system was severely blocked, causing about 20,000 passengers to be 49 
stranded at the Guangzhou Railway Station. In July of 2019, an extremely large landslide occurred in the Chagou 50 
Group of Pingdi Village, located in Jicang Town, Shuicheng County, Liupanshui City, Guizhou Province. The 51 
disaster resulted in the deaths of 51 people. The data monitored by the Meteorological Department showed that 52 
the incident was concentrated in the region which had experienced recent heavy rainfall (Liu et al. 2010). From 53 
the above-mentioned examples, it can be seen that slope instability damages are closely related to heavy rainfall 54 
events. Therefore, deepening the understanding the mechanism of rainfall infiltration will potentially be of major 55 
significance in future measures implemented for the prevention and control  of landslide disasters. 56 

Table 1 Landslide disasters in China recent years 57 

Landslide site The number of casualties Property loss 

Shenzhen Guangming 77 people were killed 880 million yuan 

Shanyang County 65 people were killed 500 million yuan 

Tibet Yigong 96 people were killed 420 million yuan 

Ganjiangping 24 people were killed 57.35 million yuan 

Sichuan Wangjiayan 1,700 people were killed 16 million yuan 

Guizhou Shuicheng 52 people were killed 190 million yuan 

At the present time, the numerical simulations of rainfall-induced landslides are a hot issues. Many 58 
researchers have conducted studies regarding the mechanisms of rainfall infiltration. A large number of conceptual 59 
infiltration models and numerical simulations have been applied in order to examine rainfall-induced landslides. 60 
Based on Darcy’s Law and rainwater infiltration quality conservation equations, Zhang Jie et al. (2014) 61 
established an infiltration layering hypothesis based on the change characteristics of loess infiltration profiles. 62 
Subsequently, the relationships between the infiltration depths and the time factors were derived, which were used 63 
to calculate the slope safety factors. Gan Yongde et al. (2015) introduced saturation coefficients for the purpose 64 
of quantifying the influencing effects of air resistance and established a Green-Ampt Model which considered the 65 
effects of air resistance under unsteady rainfall conditions. In terms of numerical simulations, Yang Pan and Yang 66 
Jun (2015) used the geotechnical finite element software Plaxis to consider rainfall infiltration and the properties 67 
of unsaturated soils, and then studied and analyzed landslide early warning rainfall thresholds. Some researchs, 68 
such as Kulatilake (2001), Zhou Weiyuan (1990), Yang (1998), Zhu Weishen (1994) and so on  constructed rock 69 
mass models and numerical models using gypsum, yellow sand and other materials, for the purpose of 70 
investigating the anisotropic modes and seepage characteristics of rock masses.  71 

However, this study observed that the majority of the previous related studies had regarded slope materials 72 
as isotropic materials. Song et al. (2018) conducted experiments regarding clay layers along horizontal and vertical 73 
directions in order to study the permeability coefficient and anisotropy of the shallow clay in Shanghai. The results 74 
revealed that the flocculent microstructures formed by sedimentation displayed large differences in the vertical 75 
and horizontal permeability coefficients. Lee (2020) conducted penetration experiments on sedimentary rock and 76 
determined that the ratio of the parallel/perpendicular to the bedding plane was 10-100. Ning Shuai et al. (2021) 77 
considered the anisotropy in slope stability analyses and found that when considering the anisotropy condition, 78 
the anisotropy was generally less than the safety factors under isotropic conditions. However, none of the above-79 
mentioned studies considered the anisotropy angles of hydraulic conductivity. Yu et al. (2020) performed 80 
numerical simulations of the permeability and stability of sandy clay. The results indicated that only under special 81 
circumstances, the horizontal permeability coefficient and the vertical permeability coefficient coincide with the 82 
natural coordinate axis. It has been observed that the anisotropy direction does not coincide with the coordinate 83 
axis in most situations. In recent years, researchs in the field have paid increasing amounts of attention to anti-84 
dipping slopes. Su et al. (2012) established a typical anti-dipping rock slope model using the FINAL system and 85 
studied the failure mechanisms of this type of rock slope with different bedding dip angles. Yao Ye et al. (2020) 86 
studied the mechanisms of the deformations and failures of anti-dipping cataclastic structure rock slopes in 87 
southwestern China using various experimental processes and successfully obtained the failure mechanisms of 88 
anti-dipping layered rock slopes. Cheng et al. (2019) revealed the impacts of steep anti-dipping sandstone in 89 
mudstone slopes. Zhu et al. (2020) found that the failure mechanisms of anti-dipping layered slopes were 90 
essentially different from those of bedding slopes. Huang et al. [20] proposed a stability evaluation method for 91 
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anti-dipping rock slopes and revealed the failure characteristics of landslides under different inclination angles. 92 
Tao et al. (2020) determined the failure modes of the Changshanhao gold mine slopes using field experiments and 93 
put forward suggestions for the reinforcement and treatment of dangerous slopes. Liu et al. (2020) selected the 94 
Diaokanlong Tunnel of the Rucheng-Chenzhou Expressway in central China as an example and analysed the 95 
deformation characteristics and evolution processes of the anti-dipping slope failure through field investigation, 96 
deformation monitoring and numerical analysis. However, the current research studies regarding anti-dipping 97 
layered rock slopes have focused on the failure mechanisms and there have been few studies completed regarding 98 
the seepage characteristics, deformations and stability levels of anti-dipping rock slopes. 99 

In view of the shortcomings of the previous studies, this research investigation first described the 100 
mathematical definition of the anisotropy ratio and direction of hydraulic conductivity. Taking the strongly 101 
weathered anti-dipping layered rock slopes in the Pulang area of Yunnan, China as an example, the unsaturated 102 
seepage simulation was realized by the Van Genuchten and fluid-soild coupling theory. Then, the layered rock 103 
body water retention curves were obtained and a reasonable initial matrix suction was successfully determined. 104 
Finally, according to the volumetric water content, maximum surface water content (MWCS); rainfall infiltration 105 
depth (RID); maximum horizontal displacement (MHD) and the safety factor (SF) of three typical anti-incline 106 
slopes (top, middle and bottom), the effects of different anisotropy ratios and anisotropy angles on the permeability 107 
sensitivity, deformations and stability levels of anti-dipping layered rock slopes were discussed. The feasibility 108 
of this study’s numerical simulations were confirmed using the field survey data. The research results provided 109 
important references for deepening understanding of anisotropy of hydraulic conductivity and landslide 110 
prevention. 111 

2 Methods and Theory 112 

2.1 Control differential equation  113 

In this study, the SWEEP/W module in Geo-studio was used to simulate the seepage processes of the slopes. 114 
The rainfall infiltration vales were used as the variable flow boundaries of the unsaturated zones for the numerical 115 
simulations. According to the principle of conservation of mass, the saturated-unsaturated seepage control 116 
equation (SEEP/W 2007) was as follows: 117 

𝜕𝜕𝑥 (𝑘𝑥 𝜕𝐻𝜕𝑥) + 𝜕𝜕𝑦 (𝑘𝑦 𝜕𝐻𝜕𝑦) + 𝑄 = 𝑚𝑤𝛾𝑤 𝜕𝐻𝜕𝑡      (1) 118 

Where x and y are the coordinates in the direction of x and y; H is the total head, and the unit is m; kx represents 119 
the hydraulic conductivity in the x-direction, and the unit is m/s; ky indicates the hydraulic conductivity in the y-120 
direction, and the unit is m/s; Q represents the applied boundary flux, in which mw is the slope of the storage 121 
curve; t is the time, and the unit is s; γw denotes the unit weight of the water, and the unit is N/m3. 122 

2.2 Fluid-structure interactions  123 

In this study, when solving the rock and soil deformations of slopes, a fluid-structure interaction theory was 124 
adopted. Meanwhile, the seepage and rock and soil deformations were solved simultaneously. The finite element 125 
equilibrium equation could then be expressed by the virtual work principle in the Geo-studio SIGMA / W system, 126 
which indicated that the total internal virtual work was equal to the external virtual work. In simple cases, when 127 
only the external point load ｛F｝ is applied, the virtual work equation can be written as follows: 128 ∫{𝜀∗}𝑇{∆𝜎}𝑑𝑉 = ∫{𝛿∗}𝑇{𝐹}𝑑𝑉     (2) 129 

Where {𝛿∗} indicates the virtual displacement; {𝜀∗} denotes the virtual strain; and {𝜎} is the internal stress. 130 
Therefore, the two-dimensional seepage flowing through a unit of soil can be expressed by the Darcy Equation as 131 
follows: 132 

𝑘𝑥𝑦𝑤 𝜕2𝑢𝑤𝜕𝑥2 + 𝑘𝑦𝑦𝑤 𝜕2𝑢𝑤𝜕𝑦2 + 𝜕𝜃𝑤𝜕𝑡 = 0     (3) 133 

Where kx and ky represent the hydraulic conduction coefficients in the x and y directions, respectively; uw is the 134 
seepage velocity; yw indicates the unit weight of the water; θw is the volumetric water content; and t denotes the 135 

javascript:;
javascript:;
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time. The volumetric water content of elastic materials may be expressed by the following equation 136 
(Dakshanamurthy and Rahardjo 1984): 137 

𝛽 = 𝐸𝐻 1(1−2𝑣) = 3𝐾𝐵𝐻𝜔 = 1𝑅 − 3𝛽𝐻 }     (4) 138 

Where KB indicates the bulk modulus; and R is the modulus related to volumetric water content as a function of 139 
the matrix suction. Then, by inputting equation (3) into equation (2), numerical integration can be performed. The 140 
finite element equation solved by SIGMA / W can then be expressed by the following equations: 141 ∑[𝐵]𝑇[𝐷] [𝐵]{∆𝛿} + ∑[𝐵]𝑇[𝐷] [𝐵]{𝑚𝐻}〈𝑁〉{∆𝑢𝑤} = ∑ 𝐹    (5a) 142 [𝐾] = [𝐵]𝑇[𝐷][𝐵]     (5b) 143 [𝐿𝑑] = [𝐵]𝑇[𝐷]{𝑚𝐻}〈𝑁〉     (5c) 144 {𝑚𝐻}𝑇 = 〈1𝐻 1𝐻 1𝐻 0〉     (5d) 145 

Where [B] represents the gradient matrix; [D] is the constitutive matrix for the drainage; [K] indicates the stiffness 146 
matrix; [LD] denotes the coupling matrix; {∆𝛿} is the incremental displacement vector; and ∆𝑢𝑤 represents the 147 
incremental pore water pressure (PWP) vector. 148 

2.3 Safety factors of unsaturated layered rock slopes  149 

In this study, the Morgenstern-Price Method, which is based on a limit equilibrium theory was used to 150 
calculate the safety factors of the slopes. The aforementioned method has the ability determine the relevant 151 
parameters more accurately by studying the sliding surfaces of rock landslides under the limit equilibrium state, 152 
thereby providing a reliable basis for the analysis and design of landslide engineering (Morgenstern and Price 153 
1965). Therefore, it was considered to be reasonable to use the Morgenstern-Price Method for this study’s slope 154 
stability analysis (Xiao and Li 2020). In addition, the improved method satisfied both the force balance and torque 155 
balance requirements, and the calculation accuracy was observed to be higher. 156 

This study selects a rock slice as the research object, as shown in Fig. 1. According to the balance of the 157 
force in the normal and tangential directions of the slip surfaces of the rock slice, when the boundary conditions 158 
were E0 = 0 and En = 0,  the following was obtained: 159 𝑆𝑖 = (𝑁𝑖 tan 𝜑 + 𝑐𝑏 sec 𝛼)/𝐹𝑠    (6) 160 

𝑁𝑖 = (𝑊𝑖 + 𝜆𝑓𝑖−1𝐸𝑖−1 − 𝜆𝑓𝑖𝐸𝑖 + 𝑄𝑖 cos 𝑤𝑖 + 𝐽𝑖 sin 𝛽𝑖) cos 𝛼 + 𝐸𝑖 − 𝐸𝑖−1 + 𝑄𝑖 sin 𝜔𝑖 − 𝐽𝑖 cos 𝛽𝑖) sin 𝛼𝑖              (7) 161 

Where Ni is the effective normal force on the slip surfaces of the rock slice and the unit is kN; Si indicates the 162 
shear force on the slip surfaces of the rock slice and the unit is kN and the safety factor Fs can be derived as 163 
follows: 164 

11

1

11

1

( )

( )

nn

i j n

i j i

nn

i j n

i j i

R R

Fs

T T
    (8) 165 

Where Ri  is the resistance force, [ cos cos( ) sin( )]tan sec
i i i i i i i i i i i i i

R W Q J c b  and the unit 166 

is kPa; Ti is the sliding force, sin sin( ) cos( )
i i i i i i i i

T W Q J ; ψi denoets the transfer coefficient, 167 
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1 1

1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

(sin cos ) tan (cos sin )

(sin cos ) tan (cos sin )

i i i i i i i

i

i i i i i i i

f f Fs

f f Fs
; ci represents the effective cohesion for 168 

every rock slice and the unit is kPa; φi represents the shear strength angle for every rock slice, and the unit is the 169 
degree; Ji is the seepage force of the rock slippage which adopts a simplified seepage field treatment method, 170 
assuming that its position of action is located at the center of the gravity of the rock below the underwater line, 171 
and the distance from the center of the slip surface of the rock strip is hwi/2; hwi denotes the distance from the 172 
underwater line to the slip surface; Ei and Ei-1 are the horizontal effective forces between the two sides of the rock 173 
slices and the unit is kN; λfiEi and λfi-1Ei-1 represent the shear forces between the two sides of the rock strip; fi is 174 
the function of the inter-strip force; and λ is the proportional coefficient. The distances between the action 175 
positions on both sides and the center of the slip surfaces of the rock strip are denotes as Zi and Zi-1, respectively; 176 
Wi is divided into two parts based on the underwater line: Wi = Wi1 + Wi2, where Wi is the gravity of the rock above 177 
the underwater line and Wi2 represents the floating weight of the rock below the underwater line; Qi indicates the 178 
external force on the rock surface; ωi is the angle between the direction of the external force and the normal 179 
direction; αi indicates the angle of the slip surface. 180 

 181 

Fig. 1 Calculation principle and model of the Morgenstern–Price (M–P) Method 182 

3. Numerical model framework 183 

3.1 Numerical model and boundary conditions 184 

The study are examined in this research investigation was an anti-dipping layered rock slope in the Pulang  185 
area located in Yunnan, China. In Fig. 2, Ⅰ and Ⅱ represent the strongly weathered carbonaceous slate and 186 
moderately weathered carbonaceous slate in the study area, which were characterized by their bedding structures. 187 
The height of the examined slope was 89 m and the length was 217m. In order to closely examine the strongly 188 
weathered carbonaceous slate, the grid size of the strongly weathered area was set to 1 m, and the grid size of the 189 
moderately weathered area was set as 5 m. The grid model was then divided into 7,057 nodes and 6,960 units. In 190 
order to study the characteristics of different locations, three monitoring lines and three monitoring points were 191 
set at x = 25 m (top of the slope), x = 67 m (middle of the slope) and x = 108 m (bottom of the slope), respectively, 192 
with the monitoring points located on the slope surfaces below 8m. The boundary conditions were as follows: AB 193 
and HF were the fixed water level boundaries of 76 m and 19 m, respectively; CD represented the rainfall 194 
infiltration boundary; BC and GF were the small flow boundaries; AH indicated the impermeable boundary; DE 195 
represented the water level of the tailings reservoir at 36 m. In addition, in order to clearly reflect the real rainfall 196 
situation, the daily rainfall data from March 1st to August 1st of 2019 in the Pulang region were used as the rainfall 197 
conditions, as shown in Fig. 3. 198 
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 199 
Fig. 2 Grid model 200 

 201 
Fig. 3 Daily rainfall values from March 1st to August 1st of 2019 202 

3.2 Analysis of the unsaturated layered rock mass  203 

Previous studies have found that in practice, it is difficult to accurately measure the unsaturated characteristic 204 
curves of rock masses. Therefore, the classic water retention curve of unsaturated porous media (Brooks and 205 
Corey 1964; Fredlund and Xing 1994; V Genuchten 1980), along with relative hydraulic conductivity models 206 
(Mualem 1976) are often used to describe fractures and weakly permeable rock formations under unsaturated flow 207 
conditions. Therefore, for the soil-water characteristic curves (SWCC) of this study, the Van Genuchten model 208 
was adopted. The Van Genuchten model is as follows: 209 
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𝜃 = 𝜃𝑟 + 𝜃𝑠−𝜃𝑟[1+(𝑝/𝑎)𝑛]𝑚        (9) 210 

𝑘 = 𝑘𝑤 [1−|𝑝/𝑎|𝑛−1(1+|𝑝/𝑎|𝑛)−𝑚]2(1+|𝑝/𝑎|𝑛)𝑚2     (10) 211 

Where p is the suction, and the unit is kPa; θ indicates the adjusted volumetric water content, and the unit is m−1; 212 
θr represents the residual volumetric water content, and the unit is m−1; θs indicates the saturated volumetric water 213 
content, and the unit is m−1; a denotes the fitting parameter which is closely related to the air-entry value of the 214 
unsaturated rock mass, and the unit is kPa; n and m (m = 1−1/n and n > 1) are the fitting parameters which control 215 
the slope at the inflection point in the volumetric water content function [29]; kw denotes the saturated hydraulic 216 
conductivity, and the unit is m/s; and k indicates the adjusted hydraulic conductivity, and the unit is m/s. 217 

Carbonaceous slate was used in this study, as shown in Fig. 4. According to the research of Chen et al. 218 
(2020), the range of the unsaturated fitting parameters of the VG model of the layered rock mass was determined, 219 
and the Geo-studio was used to numerically simulate the slope. It was concluded that the time and location of the 220 
numerical simulation are consistent with the monitoring data. The pore water pressure of the numerical simulation 221 
was compared with the monitoring data, the fitting parameters were determined, and the water retention curve 222 
was obtained (Xia et al. 2020). The water retention curve parameters are shown in Table 2 and the SWCC curves 223 
are detailed in Fig. 5. 224 

 225 

Fig. 4 Images of the carbonaceous slate samples 226 

Table 2 Parameters of the water retention curves 227 

 

Layer 

 

Materials 

 

Fitting parameters 

Hydraulic 

conduction 

coefficient 

A[kPa] m n θs θr k[m/s] 

Ⅰ Strongly weathered 

carbonaceous slate 

10 0.33 1.5 0.242 0.001 8.08×10-5 

 

Ⅱ 

Moderately weathered 

carbonaceous slate 

 

10 

 

0.33 

 

1.5 

 

0.021 

 

0.001 

 

2.47×10-6 

  228 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 5 SWCC curve: a Water retention curve; b Hydraulic conductivity curve. 229 

3.3 Definition and calculation conditions of the anisotropy  230 

The previous analysis results revealed that the previous researchs had neglected the anisotropy ratios and 231 
angles in their investigations. However, it is known that anisotropy is widespread in rock masses. In the current 232 
study, the hydraulic conductivity matrix [C] was expressed as follows: 233 

[𝐶] = [𝐶11 𝐶12𝐶21 𝐶22]        (11) 234 

In Equation（11） ,  𝐶11 = 𝑘𝑥cos2𝑎 + 𝑘𝑦sin2𝑎 ,  𝐶22 = 𝑘𝑥sin2𝑎 + 𝑘𝑦cos2𝑎 , and  𝐶21 =  𝐶12=𝑘𝑥cos2𝑎 +235 𝑘𝑦sin2𝑎. The ky/kx and the anisotropy direction α were defined according to Fig. 3, where kx is the horizontal 236 
hydraulic conduction coefficient; ky is the vertical hydraulic conduction coefficient; and 𝑎 indicates the direction 237 
between kx and the x axis. Therefore, when α = 0°, [C] is reduced to the following: 238 

[𝐶] = [𝑘𝑥 00 𝑘𝑦]        (12) 239 

Equation (12) was utilized in the present study, and only the anisotropy ratio kr = ky/kx was considered. 240 
However, the definition of rock mass anisotropy is not only the anisotropy ratio, but also the anisotropy angle. 241 
Therefore, in order to better study the anisotropy of the layered rock masses, including the anisotropy ratio kr and 242 
the anisotropy direction α, the calculation conditions shown in Table 3 were implemented. Then, by combining 243 
the findings of previous studies (Yao et al. 2020; Cheng et al. 2020; Yu et al. 2020), the anisotropy ratio kr = 0.01, 244 
0.02, 0.1, and 1 and the anisotropy direction α = 0°, -15°, -30°, -45°, -60° , -75°, and -90° were successfully 245 
determined. The failure criterion of the rock mass layered slope simulations adopted the Mohr-Coulomb Criterion, 246 
and the rock mass strength parameters were determined from the geotechnical test results, as detailed in Table 4. 247 

Table 3 Calculation conditions 248 

Rock types Anisotropy ratio kr=ky/kx Anisotropy angle α[°] 

Strongly weathered carbonaceous 

slate 

[0.01  0.02  0.1  1] [0 -15 -30 -45 -60 -75 -90] 

 249 

Table 4 Rock mass strength parameters 250 

 

Rock types 

Elastic 

modulus 

[Mpa] 

Poisson 

ratio 

Unit 

weight[kN/m3] 

 

Cohesion[kPa] 

Friction 

angle[°] 

Strongly weathered 

carbonaceous slate 

2644.9 0.38 22.4 93.6 33.3 

Moderately weathered 

carbonaceous slate 

 

5561 
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4. Results and Discussion 251 

4.1 Initial conditions  252 

The determination of the initial conditions was very important for the next step of the numerical simulation. 253 
In order to make the initial matrix suction more in line with the actual situation, this study calculated the maximum 254 
pore water pressure of -25 kpa, -50 kpa, -75 kpa and the annual average rainfall of 0.6 mm/h in the Pulang  area. 255 
The infiltration volume was numerically simulated and the pore pressure changes in the slate are shown in Fig. 6. 256 
It can be seen from the figure that the pore water pressure changes of the average annual rainfall were the closest 257 
to a maximum pore water pressure of -75 kpa. Therefore, the initial pore water pressure levels of all this study’s 258 
simulation experiments were set as -75kpa, which was to be consistent with the actual situation in the Pulang  259 
area. 260 

 261 

Fig. 6 Initial pore pressure distribution 262 

4.2 Effects of the hydraulic conductivity anisotropy on the seepage characteristics  263 

In accordance with the calculation conditions detailed in Table 3, a total of 28 numerical simulations were 264 
carried out, and 84 sections of volumetric water content variations were obtained. Figure 8 shows the changes in 265 
the volumetric water content with different values of α when kr = 0.01 and kr = 0.1, respectively. The goal was to 266 
illustrate the effects of the anisotropy direction α on the seepage characteristics. In Figure 9, the volumetric water 267 
content changes with different values of kr when α = -15°, α = -45° and α = -90° are shown in order to illustrate 268 
the effects of the anisotropy ratio kr on the seepage characteristics. The rainfall infiltration depth (RID) and the 269 
maximum surface water content (MWCS) are defined. Figure 11 shows the changes of MWCS and RID of rock 270 
slopes with different kr and α. 271 

4.2.1 Analysis of the volumetric water content 272 

Fig. 7 shows the changes in the volumetric water content of the carbonaceous slate in different regions under 273 
the conditions of different anisotropy angle α values. The initial state consisted of the distribution of water content 274 
of the slope before the rain, and the remainder was the state of the distribution of water content after the rain had 275 
stops. 276 

From the aspect of the top of the slope, the volumetric water content of the slope surfaces was observed to 277 
decrease as the angle α decreased. This was due to the fact that the hydraulic conductivity in the horizontal 278 
direction was greater than that in the vertical direction. It was found that when the angle α was equal to 0°, the 279 
vertical penetration was the smallest. Subsequently, following rainfall events, rainwater tended to accumulate on 280 
the surfaces of the slope. However, with decreases in the angle α, the vertical permeability continuously increased, 281 
and the rainwater was more likely to seep into the deeper parts of the slope. It was determined from the comparison 282 
results of the different anisotropy ratios that when the anisotropy ratio was larger (for example, kr = 0.1), the 283 
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influencing effects of the rainfall on the volumetric water content were mainly concentrated on the surfaces of the 284 
slope. In addition, when the anisotropy was relatively small (for example, kr = 0.01), the rainfall not only affected 285 
the volumetric water content of the surfaces, but also strongly affected the volumetric water content of the deeper 286 
parts of the slope, particularly at -15° and -30°. 287 

When examining the middle sections of the slope, it was found that the volumetric water content was affected 288 
by both rainfall infiltration and rainfall discharge at the top of the slope. Furthermore, as previously described, as 289 
the angle α decreased, the volumetric water content of the middle sections of the slope gradually decreased. 290 
However, when α = -15°, the volumetric water content of the surface area reached the maximum. In addition, 291 
when the anisotropy was relatively small (for example, kr = 0.01), the impacts of the rainfall events on the deeper 292 
parts of the slope were found to be more severe. 293 

For the bottom of the slope, when the anisotropy was relatively small (for example, kr = 0.01), the rainfall 294 
was found to have a severe effects on the volumetric water content of the deeper parts of the slope. When the 295 
plane was inclined at -15° or -30°, the volumetric water content levels of the deeper parts of the slope body were 296 
low, which resulted in decreased excretion. As a result, this had led to large changes in the volumetric water 297 
content levels of the surfaces in the bottom of the slope. 298 

 299 
(a)                                                  (b)                                                  (c) 300 

 301 
(d)                                                  (e)                                                  (f) 302 

Fig. 7 Variations in the volumetric water content levels under different α values for the anti-dipping carbonaceous 303 
slate slopes: a Top of the slope with kr=0.01, b Middle of the slope with kr =0.01, c Bottom of the slope with kr 304 
=0.01, d Top of the slope with kr =0.1, e Middle of the slope with kr =0.1, f Bottom of the slope with kr =0.1 305 

Fig. 8 shows that the volumetric water content of the slope was affected by the anisotropy ratio kr. At the top 306 
of the slope, the volumetric water content of the slope surfaces decreased with the increases in the anisotropy ratio 307 
kr, due to fact that the kr increases had led to weakening of the horizontal penetration. Consequently, an 308 
accumulation of rainwater on the surfaces of the slope. This study determined from the comparison results of the 309 
different α angles, that when the value of α is small (for example, α = -15°), the rainfall had strong influencing 310 
effects on the deeper parts of the slope, particularly at kr = 0.01 and kr = 0.02. The reason for these effects were 311 
related to the fact that when kr was small, the vertical permeability was reduced, and the rainwater had slowly 312 
seeped into the deeper parts of the slope. This had caused the groundwater levels to rise slowly, forming a negative 313 
pressure zone in the deeper parts of the slope. 314 

It was observed that for the middle sections of the slope, the variation range of the volumetric water content 315 
was larger than that of the top sections of the slope. The turning point of the volumetric water content curve 316 
appeared in the deeper parts of the slope. The humidity conditions in the area above those points began to change 317 
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from saturated to unsaturated, which indicated that the groundwater levels had risen to a turning point after the 318 
rainfall had ceased. 319 

In addition, due to terrain problems in the bottom region of the slope, the initial water level was relatively 320 
small. The bottom area of the slope was not only be affected by rainfall, but also by the drainage of rainwater 321 
from the middle section of the slope. Therefore, the speed at which the foot of the slope reached its saturation 322 
point, along with the rising of the groundwater, were faster than in the other sections. 323 

 324 
(a)                                                  (b)                                                  (c) 325 

 326 
(d)                                                  (e)                                                  (f) 327 

 328 
(g)                                                  (h)                                                  (i) 329 

Fig. 8 Volumetric water content levels at different positions on the anti-dipping carbonaceous slate slope under 330 
different kr values with α = -15° 、α = -30° and α = -45°: a Top of the slope with α = -15° , b Middle of the slope 331 
with α = -15° , c Bottom of the slope with α = -15°, d Top of the slope with α = -45° , e Middle of the slope with 332 
α = -45° , f Bottom of the slope with α = -45°, g Top of the slope with α = -90°, h Middle of the slope with α = -333 
90°, i Bottom of the slope with α = -90°. 334 

4.2.2 Analysis of the rainfall infiltration depth and maximum surface water content levels  335 

It was concluded from the aforementioned results that the hydraulic conductivity anisotropy ratios kr and the 336 
anisotropy directions α had major influences on the permeability of the anti-dipping slope. In order to further 337 
study the influencing effects of different kr and α on the infiltration of rock slopes, the rainfall infiltration depths 338 
(RID) and maximum surface water content (MWCS) levels were defined. As shown in Fig. 9, the volumetric 339 
water content levels on the slope had changed with time. As the rainfall continued, the volumetric water content 340 
levels of the slope gradually increased until the rainfall ended. Therefore, the MWCS was defined in order to 341 
represent the saturation of the slope surfaces, which was the maximum water content of the surfaces after the 342 
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rainfall had ceased. During the rainfall process, the rainwater had infiltrated into deeper areas of the slope. The 343 
RID was used to express the impacts of the rainfall at a specific depth in the slope. This depth was the height from 344 
the turning point to the slope surfaces. The data detailed in Fig. 9 were taken at the water conductivity anisotropy 345 
kr = 0.1 and α = -60°. It can be seen in the figure that for the strongly weathered carbonaceous slate, the rainwater 346 
had easily penetrated the layers, and the differences were large. It should be noted that the volumetric water 347 
content of the deeper slope areas was observed to change drastically at the 100-days and 150-days points. This 348 
was determined to be due to no rainfall occurring for a period of time prior to those timeframes. 349 

 350 
Fig. 9 Variations in the volumetric water content levels 351 
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 352 
Fig. 10 Variations in the MWCS and RID with different kr and α: a MWCS of top of the slope, b MWCS of the 353 
middle of the slope, c MWCS of the bottom of the slope, d RID of top of the slope, e RID of middle of the slope, 354 
f RID of the bottom of the slope. 355 

Fig. 10 details the changes in the MWCS and RID values of the rock slope with different kr and α. For the 356 
examined anti-dipping carbonaceous slate slope, the MWCS gradually decreased as the kr increased and the α 357 
decreased. However, when reaching the bottom of the slope, the value of the MWCS was observed to become 358 
larger than those the top and the middle sections of the slope, which indicated that the bottom of the slope was 359 
more likely to reach its saturation point more quickly due to its height during the rainfall. It was also observed 360 
that for the broken center and the bottom of the carbonaceous slate inverted layer, when α = -45° and the kr was 361 
small, the MWCS tended to have a smaller value. This was attributed to the fact that when α = -45°, the slope was 362 
perpendicular, and the infiltration of the slope was consistent with the infiltration in the horizontal direction. In 363 
other words, the surface areas of the slope experienced rainfall in two directions. However, when the anisotropy 364 
angle was greater than -45°, the horizontal infiltration was much larger than the vertical infiltration. In contrast, 365 
when the anisotropy angle was less than -45°, the vertical penetration was much greater than the horizontal 366 
penetration. The maximum values and change rates of the MWCS are shown in Table 5. The change range of the 367 
MWCS at the top of the slope was between 0.1064 and 0.202, and the change rate was 23%. The range of the 368 
MWCS in the middle of the slope was between 0.10733 and 0.23, and the rate of change was 114%. The range of 369 
the MWCS at the bottom of the slope was determined to be between 0.10704 and 0.242, and the rate of change 370 
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was 126%. Therefore, it was found that the change rates of the MWCS were larger in the middle and bottom 371 
sections of the slope, which indicated that the MWCS in the middle and bottom sections of the slope were more 372 
affected by the kr and α. 373 

Table 5 MWCS maximum and minimum values and rates of change 374 

Slope position Minimum value of MWCS Maximum value of MWCS Rate of change 

Top of the slope 0.1064 0.202 23% 

Middle of the slope 0.10733 0.230 114% 

Bottom of the slope 0.10704 0.242 126% 

The RID changes of the anti-dipping carbonaceous slate slope are detailed in Fig. 10d, Fig. 10e, and Fig. 10f. 375 
Table 6 shows the maximum values and change rates of the RID. It was found that under different conditions of 376 
kr and α, the variation range of the slope top RID was between 12.69907 and 12.71925 m, and the variation rate 377 
was 0.16%. The range of the RID in the middle section of the slope was between 12.62164 and 12.88343 m, and 378 
the rate of change was determined to be 2.07%. In addition, the RID at the bottom of the slope was not observed 379 
to change. The RID was 11.99025 m, and the rate of change was 0%. Therefore, this study determined that the 380 
maximum value of the RID appeared in the middle section of the slope, and the minimum value appeared at the 381 
bottom of the slope. The RID in the middle section of the slope had the largest rate of change, which indicated 382 
that the RID in the middle area of the slope was most affected by the kr and α. Furthermore, it was observed that 383 
the RID change rate at the bottom of the slope was the smallest, which indicated that the RID at the bottom was 384 
the least affected by the kr and α. 385 

Table 6 RID maximum and minimum values and rates of change 386 

Slope position Minimum value of RID Maximum value of RID Rate of change 

Top of the slope 12.69907m 12.71925m 0.16% 

Middle of the slope 12.62164m 12.88343m 2.07% 

Bottom of the slope 11.99025m 11.99025m 0% 

4.3 Influencing effects of the hydraulic conductivity anisotropy on the displacements of the anti-dipping slopes 387 

In the present study, based on the fluid-solid coupling theory, it was considered that the anti-dipping layered 388 
rock mass would produce corresponding displacements under the action of fluid. In order to highlight the 389 
influencing effects of the anisotropy angles and anisotropy ratios on the horizontal displacements, anisotropy ratio 390 
kr = 0.1 was selected, along with anisotropy angle α= -45°. The changes are shown in Fig. 11. The initial state 391 
was the horizontal displacements of the slope when there was no rainfall, and the remainder was the horizontal 392 
displacements when the rainfall stopped. It can be seen in the Fig. 11 that the displacements in the slope and the 393 
slope bottom were relatively large, while the displacements of the slope top were relatively small. Therefore, if 394 
any landslides were to occur in the slope due to rainfall, they would tend to be traction landslides. When α does 395 
not change, then as kr decreases, there will be differences in the horizontal displacements of the slope. In the top 396 
area of the slope, the horizontal displacements would increase with the increases in elevation, and the horizontal 397 
displacements of the slope could be underestimated in the isotropic state. It was observed in this study that for the 398 
middle and bottom areas of the slope, when kr = 0.01 and kr = 0.02, the horizontal displacements first increased, 399 
and then decreased with the elevation. The maximum displacement was approximately 17 m from the surface. 400 
However, when kr = 0.1 and kr = 1, the horizontal displacements increased with the increase in elevation, and the 401 
maximum displacement was on the slope surface. At that time, the horizontal displacements of the slope could be 402 
overestimated in the isotropic state. 403 

It was found in this study that when kr was constant and the anisotropy angle was less than -45°, the horizontal 404 
displacement produced by the slope were smaller. In addition, when the anisotropy angle was greater than -45°, 405 
the slope produced larger horizontal displacements, particularly at -15° and -30°. This was due to the fact that the 406 
horizontal permeability in that state was much greater than the permeability in the vertical direction. Also, due to 407 
the existence of elevation difference, the rainwater flowed all the way to the foot of the slope. Therefore, the 408 
horizontal displacements at the bottom of the slope were larger than those at the top and middle sections of the 409 
slope.  410 
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 411 
(a)                                                  (b)                                                  (c) 412 

 413 
(d)                                                  (e)                                                  (f) 414 

Fig. 11 Variations in the x-displacement under different kr and α values for anti-dipping carbonaceous slate slopes: 415 
a Top of the slope with α = -45°, b Middle of the slope with α = -45°, c Bottom of the slope with α = -45°, d 416 
Top of the slope with kr = 0.1, e Middle of the slope with kr = 0.1, f Bottom of the slope with kr = 0.1 417 

In the current investigation, for the purpose of quantitative research, the maximum horizontal displacement 418 
(MHD) of an anti-dipping carbonaceous slate slope under different anisotropic permeability characteristics, along 419 
with the changes in the MHD under different conditions, are detailed in Fig. 12. The influencing effects of the 420 
permeability anisotropy on the MHD were found to vary with the slope position (for example, the top, middle, 421 
and bottom sections of the slope). The MHD was largest at the foot of the slope, smaller at the middle of the slope, 422 
and the smallest at the top of the slope. As shown in Table 7, for the examined anti-dipping carbonaceous slate 423 
slope, considering only the top, middle, and bottom of the slope, the differences between the maximum and 424 
minimum MHD were 60.9%, 37.8% and 29.8%, respectively. Also, considering the two factors of the kr and α, 425 
the differences of the anti-dipping carbonaceous slate slope were 71.4%, 46.3% and 39.7%, respectively. It was 426 
found that under the conditions that only the anisotropy ratio kr and the anisotropy ratio kr and the rock formation 427 
dip α were considered, the MHD values differed greatly. Therefore, this study determined that in cases of anti-428 
dipping layered rock slopes, both the anisotropy ratios and rock layer dip angles should be considered in 429 
deformation analysis. 430 

 431 
Fig. 12 Variations in the maximum horizontal displacement (MHD) under different kr and α values: a Top of the 432 
slope, b Middle of the slope, c Bottom of the slope 433 

 434 
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Table 7 MHD considering kr only and considering the differences between the kr and α 436 

Analysis content Only Consider kr Consider kr and α 

MHD (Top) Carbonaceous slat slope 60.9% 71.4% 

MHD (Middle) Carbonaceous slat slope 37.8% 46.3% 

MHD (Bottom) Carbonaceous slat slope 29.8% 39.7% 

4.4 Influencing effects of the anisotropy of hydraulic conductivity on the stability of anti-dipping rock slopes 437 

Fig. 13 shows the changes in the safety factors (SF) of a carbonaceous slate slope under different permeability 438 
anisotropy ratios kr and direction angles α. In order to highlight the influencing effects of the anisotropy angles 439 
and the anisotropy ratios on the safety factors, α = -45° was selected to change the anisotropy ratio kr, and kr = 0.1 440 
was selected to change the anisotropy angle α. It was found that when α was constant, as kr decreased, and the 441 
safety factors also gradually decreased. It was also noted that when kr = 1, the safety factor of the slope tended to 442 
be overestimated in the isotropic state. Furthermore, when kr did not change, as α decreased, the safety factors  443 
also gradually decreased. This was due to the fact that the negative dip angle of the rock formation had increased, 444 
and the permeability of the rock mass increased, as well as the groundwater level, which led to the α decreasing 445 
in soil strength and SF. It was also found that the safety factor curves had fluctuated, as illsetrated in Fig. 13. This 446 
was attributed to the fluctuation intervals during the heavy rain events in the area. Following the heavy rain, the 447 
rainwater infiltrated and accumulated on the surfaces of the slope, forming a very large unsaturated zone. The 448 
back pressure impacted the soil body reinforcement. However, after a period of rain, the safety factors of the slope 449 
returned to a stabilized state. 450 

 451 
Fig. 13 Variations in the  safety factors under different kr and α values for anti-dipping carbonaceous slate slope:  452 
a Slope with α = -45°, b Slope with kr = 0.1 453 

 454 

Fig. 14 Variations in the SF for anti-dipping carbonaceous slate slopes 455 

(a) (b) 
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The changes of MSF under different conditions are shown in Fig. 14. It can be seen in the figure that as the 456 
kr and α decreased, the MSF dropped to a minimum. As detailed in Table 8, when considering only the kr, the 457 
differences between the maximum and minimum MSF was 70.4% for the carbonaceous slate slope. However, 458 
considering the two conditions of kr and α, the difference of the carbonaceous slate slope was 77.2%. It can be 459 
found that under the conditions in which only the anisotropy ratios kr were considered, and under the conditions 460 
in which the anisotropy ratios kr and the rock inclination anglse α were both considered, the MSF values differed 461 
greatly. Therefore, for anti-dipping layered rock slopes, it is recommended that both the anisotropy ratios and rock 462 
layer dip angles are considered in stability analysis processes. 463 

Table 8 MSF only considers the kr and considers the differences between the kr and α 464 

Analysis content Only Consider kr Consider kr and α 

MSF Carbonaceous slate slope 70.4% 77.2% 

5. Conclusions 465 

This research investigation considered the influencing effects of different anisotropy ratios and the hydraulic 466 
conductivity of the anisotropy angles, and numerically simulated the seepage characteristics, deformations and 467 
stability levels of the an anti-dipping layered carbonaceous slate slope in the Pulang area, of southwestern China. 468 
The research results were as follows: 469 

(1) The initial conditions was very important for the subsequent calculations of the unsaturated seepage of the 470 
anti-dipping layered rock slope. This study verified that the maximum initial matrix suction of -75 kPa 471 
carbonaceous slate could be selected for the numerical simulations, which was consistent with the actual 472 
situation. 473 

(2) The anisotropy ratios of the bedding plane and the inclination angles of the strata had major influences on 474 
the seepage of the anti-dipping layered rock slope. 475 

(3) The maximum surface water content (MWCS) levels and the rainfall infiltration depths (RID) were defined 476 
in order to characterize the seepage characteristics of anti-dipping layered rock slopes. The MWCS gradually 477 
decreased with the increases in the bedding plane anisotropy ratios and the decreases of the anisotropy dip 478 
angles. The MWCS at the bottom of the slope was greatly affected by the anisotropy ratios and the dip angles 479 
of the rock formation. Meanwhile, the RID was found to be less affected by the anisotropy ratios and the dip 480 
angles of the rock formation. 481 

(4) The permeability anisotropy had a greater impact on the deformations and stability of the anti-dipping 482 
layered rock slope. Under the conditions that only the anisotropy ratios were considered, as well as under 483 
the conditions that both the anisotropy ratios and the dip angles of the formation were considered, the MHD 484 
and MSF values were quite different. Therefore, for anti-dipping layered rock slopes, both the anisotropy 485 
ratios and rock layer dip angles should be considered in deformation and stability analysis processes. 486 

(5) The safety factors (SF) of slopes tend to be overestimated when the seepage of an anti-dipping layered slope 487 
is considered to be isotropic. With the decreases of the anisotropy ratios and the increases of the inverse tilt 488 
angles of the layered plane, the SF of the examined slope had gradually decreased. However, when the 489 
inclination of an inverted layer plane of a rock slope is large, greater protection measures were required for 490 
the slope. 491 
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Figures

Figure 1

Calculation principle and model of the Morgenstern–Price (M–P) Method



Figure 2

Grid model



Figure 3

Daily rainfall values from March 1st to August 1st of 2019



Figure 4

Images of the carbonaceous slate samples

Figure 5



SWCC curve: a Water retention curve; b Hydraulic conductivity curve.

Figure 6

Initial pore pressure distribution



Figure 7

Variations in the volumetric water content levels under different α values for the anti-dipping
carbonaceous slate slopes: a Top of the slope with kr=0.01, b Middle of the slope with kr =0.01, c Bottom
of the slope with kr =0.01, d Top of the slope with kr =0.1, e Middle of the slope with kr =0.1, f Bottom of
the slope with kr =0.1



Figure 8

Volumetric water content levels at different positions on the anti-dipping carbonaceous slate slope under
different kr values with α = -15° α = -30° and α = -45°: a Top of the slope with α = -15° , b Middle of the
slope with α = -15° , c Bottom of the slope with α = -15°, d Top of the slope with α = -45° , e Middle of the
slope with α = -45° , f Bottom of the slope with α = -45°, g Top of the slope with α = -90°, h Middle of the
slope with α = -90°, i Bottom of the slope with α = -90°.



Figure 9

Variations in the volumetric water content levels



Figure 10

Variations in the MWCS and RID with different kr and α: a MWCS of top of the slope, b MWCS of the
middle of the slope, c MWCS of the bottom of the slope, d RID of top of the slope, e RID of middle of the
slope, f RID of the bottom of the slope.



Figure 11

Variations in the x-displacement under different kr and α values for anti-dipping carbonaceous slate
slopes: a Top of the slope with α = -45°, b Middle of the slope with α = -45°, c Bottom of the slope with α =
-45°, d Top of the slope with kr = 0.1, e Middle of the slope with kr = 0.1, f Bottom of the slope with kr = 0.1

Figure 12



Variations in the maximum horizontal displacement (MHD) under different kr and α values: a Top of the
slope, b Middle of the slope, c Bottom of the slope

Figure 13

Variations in the safety factors under different kr and α values for anti-dipping carbonaceous slate slope:
a Slope with α = -45°, b Slope with kr = 0.1



Figure 14

Variations in the SF for anti-dipping carbonaceous slate slopes


